Report: The Creative Shift Forum 2014
At the Crossroads of Culture, Entrepreneurship and Technology
29 September 2014 | 09.30 - 19.00 CET | Flagey, Brussels

A Summary Of The Event
This report provides an overview of the Creative Shift Forum, which took place at Flagey,
Brussels on the 29th of September 2014, as the closing event of the two-year, EU-funded
project entitled @diversity: innovative ideas for the cultural and creative sectors in Europe.
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Introduction
Aim & Concept Of The Event
The aim of the Creative Shift Forum was to discuss the findings of the @diversity project. The
event brought into the spotlight the winners of the @diversity idea competition and experts,
who mapped the top challenges for the cultural and creative sectors with regard to
entrepreneurship, access to finance, and technologies. The objective was to develop practical
recommendations for EU policy-makers, through a bottom-up process, in order to improve the
conditions for cultural entrepreneurs to setup new companies in Europe and to foster the use
of modern information and communication technologies to improve the competiveness of the
cultural and creative sector in Europe.
In order to achieve this, the event was structured as follows:
Morning Sessions
 Introduction on the project's findings and presentation of the winning ideas
 Three successive panel discussions on Entrepreneurship, Technology, and Access To
Finance which resulted in a list of specific challenges that the cultural and creative
sectors face with regards to entrepreneurship, technology, and access to finance.
Afternoon Sessions
 A Europeana flash session on how to access and re-use the content that is made
available on the Europeana platform.
 A brainstorming exercise in roundtables to suggest solutions to the challenges
generated at the morning sessions
 A closing panel to address recommendations to the European Commission

Attendees Of The Creative Shift Forum 2014



204 CCI stakeholders were registered online for the event
105 attended the event, of which
o 49% stated Entrepreneurship as their field of activity
o 9% stated Technology as their field of activity
o 17% stated Finance as their field of activity
o 25% represented Public Authorities



The Creative Shift Forum brought together policy-makers, cultural and creative
professionals, and professionals from across the EU in the fields of finance and technology,
even though they were not attached to the @diversity project beforehand.



CCI professionals represented almost 50% of the participants of the @diversity Creative
Shift Forum. They recognized themselves as being more oriented towards
Entrepreneurship. The percentage of financing experts was surprisingly high, whereas only
9% represented technology. A lower participation of technology experts can be explained
by the coincidence with the Digital Action Day of DG CNECT, which took place on the same
date as the Creative Shift Forum.
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Backgrounds Of The Attendees
13%

29%

58%

Entrepreneurship



Finance

Technology

55% of all participants learned about the Creative Shift Forum through our active partners'
network or their personal network, which proves that @diversity is already a well-known
brand that has a strong word-of-mouth support. The professional mailings of the
@diversity team convinced 10% of attendees to join the event, while the rest learned
about the Creative Shift Forum on the websites of @diversity and the European
Commission.

How did you learn about the Creative Shift Forum?
10%
30%

10%

10%

15%
25%
Newsletter & Mailing

Website

EC Website

@diversity participant

Personal Network

Network Partners

Feedback Questionnaire
After the event, an online questionnaire was sent to the event's participants. The
questionnaire aimed to collect feedback on the event's organisation, content, and lessons
learned. The questionnaire can be viewed here. Its results are included in this report.
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Morning Session
Summary Of Panel Discussions
The forum was introduced by Jens Nymand-Christensen, Deputy Director General for
Education and Culture in the European Commission and Thierry Baujard, CEO of peacefulfish,
Project Leader of @diversity. Both speeches focused on the importance of developing more
sustainable strategies for empowering the entrepreneurial spirit in the cultural and creative
sectors as well as reflecting on the public support measures backing this process. The
presentation by Thierry Baujard is available here.
In order to provide the audience with a comprehensive overview of the @diversity experience,
a video of 3 minutes was screened. The animated video, especially created by one of the
@diversity winners, Luta Valentina Morciano, gave a brief account of the 4 phases of the pilot
project: call for ideas, selection, business coaching, and support. The video is now available
online at http://vimeo.com/107804835
The stage was then given to the 12 winners to shortly explain their ideas. Additionally, 4
winners were invited to share some reflections on the @diversity experience.
Following that, the moderator introduced the very core of the morning session: the 3 panel
discussions based on the main @diversity findings, which had been previously categorized into
3 thematic areas: Entrepreneurship, Technology and Innovation, and Access To Finance. Each
panel lasted 45 minutes and focused on one specific area. The panel composition was very
diverse going from entrepreneurs and consultants to policy-makers. They reflected on the
main challenges of the sector and provided food-for-thought for the audience to answer these
challenges.

Panel 1: ENTREPRENEURSHIP





Annick Schramme, Professor for Cultural Entrepreneurship at University of Antwerp
Robert Koning, Coaching Expert of @diversity
Francesco Mantegazzini, Creator of Expo delle Startup
Vincent Lagarre, Creative Europe - MEDIA, Directorate General Education and
Culture, European Commission

The panelists reflected on the main challenges their sectors were facing and requested to
present relevant initiatives from their experience.
The following main points resulted from the discussion:


The cultural and creative sectors are very broad and diverse. Therefore, there is a need
to “educate” financiers in understanding such diversity and to appreciate its potential.
Equally, creative entrepreneurs must learn how to act more business-like.
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Business is not treated as an inclusive topic within education. Therefore the question
is how innovative education can be in order to provide entrepreneurial skills?
There is a need to find a proper definition for the European creative and cultural
sectors as there is a misbalance between entertainment and intellectuality that has to
be re-thought.

Panel 2: TECHNOLOGY & INNOVATION





Malo Girod de I’Ain, Founder of Digitalarti
Frank Boyd, Director of Creative Industries Knowledge Transfer Network
Kasper Jordaens, Head of Art&D, iminds
Albert Gauthier, Scientific Officer, Directorate General Connect, European
Commission

The panelists reflected on the potential of the fusion between creativity and technology and
elaborated on the issue of new business models that can emerge in the creative sector in the
digital era. Panelists were requested to present relevant initiatives from their experience.
The following main points were touched upon:




Fusion of science, technology, cultural content, creativity, and business drives fast
growth in companies. In this regard, the expression “creative economy” (NESTA, UK)
is more efficient when it comes to creative industries operating in a broader
ecosystem, as it takes into account the cross-sectoral component.
Including more ICT and art and creativity into education should be supported. In the
near future, for instance, H2020 will bring European artists and IT experts together so
that they can benefit from each other’s experience.

Panel 3: ACCESS TO FINANCE





Eugene Smyth, Senior Investment Advisor at Institutional VC Funds of Ireland
Ricardo Luz, Owner of Gestlutz Consultores
Lionel Slusny, Board Member of European Crowdfunding Network
Maciej Szymanowicz, Creative Europe - MEDIA, Directorate General Education and
Culture, European Commission

The panelists reflected on the relationship between creative professionals, and financiers were
requested to present relevant initiatives from their experience.
The following main points were touched upon:




Importance of crowdfunding to be used as ‘collateral’ for traditional funding
instruments such as loans
Can art & technology be promoted by the same approach in innovation & business
development?
Business & investment culture in Europe: the problem is that in Europe unlike in the
US, business failure is stigmatized

Feedback Of Attendees
The chart below presents an overview of the key findings from the panel discussions, gathered
from the survey sent to attendees. The educational issue, the lack of innovative financing, and
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the concept of the fused and diffused company were mentioned to be the most interesting
findings.

What are the main findings for you from the panel discussions?
Education / Lack of entrepreneurial skills
Lack of innovative financing
Fusion/Diffusion of companies
Lack of intercultural/intersectorial understanding
Need for new valuation methods of CCI startups
ICT & CCI merging
Difficult access to relevant public funding
Less bridges to other sectors than expected
Lack of technical understanding
No learnings

After hearing the panel discussion what is in your opinion the
biggest challenge for cultural and creative entrepreneurs?
Adapting cultural models to the market
Lack of alternative financing sources
Lack of recognition of the CCI as a viable market
Lack of entrepreneurial skills
Missing definition of commercial & public projects
Lack of entrepreneurial mindset
Lack of cultural globalization
Missing networking structures
Limited access to Europeana content
Lacking quality of Europeana content
Missing structures to share entrepreneurial skills
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Afternoon Session
Summary
The panel discussions were followed by an interactive afternoon session called the ‘Innovation
Journey.’ The attendees participated in roundtable discussions in order to analyse and suggest
solutions to specific challenges and questions raised in the panel discussions.

Workshop ‐ Innovation Journey
The participants were divided into 8 groups of 6 to 8 people each, representing diverse and
interconnected competences and areas of expertise.
Each table was provided with ‘The Innovation Journey Map’ (see image below), an original
tool specifically designed for the event. Participants were asked to reflect on the given
challenges, analyze them, get inspiration from best practices, discuss possible solutions, and
draw on the map the essential steps in order to solve a given challenge.

Finally, the results of each roundtable were presented on stage by a delegate from each table.
Here are some impressions from the interactive workshop ‘Innovation Journey’:

Each team was assigned to the following challenges and tried to suggest solutions through
brainstorming and discussion.
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Team 1 – “Creative Industries Rather Make Projects then Startups’
Analysis: The team reflected on the question of whether it is really possible to always
transform a project into a company. The analysis led them to the conclusion that it is not
always necessary to make startups out of projects. This challenge is therefore not really a
problem for the sector but an interesting possibility to reflect on.
Solution: It is normal to run a start-up as a project at the beginning. Over time this project can
become an actual company, if necessary, through the establishment of contractual
relationships with relevant partners or by expanding the team with new members. In this way,
one can bridge the gap between creative work and business.

Team 2 ‐ “CCIs Face The Same Challenges As Other Startups”
Analysis: The roundtable participants recognized the truth of the statement. Despite the
sector specificities, creative startups face the same challenges as other startups when it comes
to building the right team, acquiring business capacities, and accessing finance.
Solution: Creative entrepreneurs should join common platforms, attend joint events, and
participate in cross-sectoral competitions. Creatives should learn how to best present their
products and seek to reach the largest possible audiences for their specific products. Crossfertilization is a concept that should be promoted to both the creative and the entrepreneurial
communities; both have things to learn from each other.
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Team 3 ‐ “Lack Of Innovative Prototype Environment”
Analysis: This problem results from the lack of connection between the different sectors.
There is indeed an identified need to connect the unconnected (e.g. tech-business-creatives
and academia). Education and business skills are very important for this. The challenge is
actually how the different actors can work together.
Solution: There is a need to establish spaces of collaboration. In the example of the now very
popular fab-labs, coding labs could also succeed in gathering technology developers and
creatives for developing prototype. Together with this, it is generally recommended to change
the educational system to better train the different communities to speak each other’s
languages. Meeting each other in common academic and business events is also important.
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Team 4 ‐ “Need For Entrepreneurial Spirit From An Early Stage”
Analysis: The roundtable participants immediately agreed that this is indeed a very crucial
need that mostly has to do with education and academia’s approach to interdisciplinary
research. EU policies have already shown an understanding of the problem and existing
initiatives can be further improved to better tackle the problem.
Solution:
Different steps in finding a solution:





Research projects and papers on best practices in education & policy can become the
basis of recommendations to the European Commission
Support students’ thesis with cross-sectoral topics
Provide networks merging creativity with entrepreneurship for school teachers
and students – secondary school + university undergraduates
Increase the funding for Erasmus+ and encourage capacity-building schemes

Team 5 ‐ “Access To Technology”
Analysis: The group decided to “challenge the challenge”, taking into consideration the new
possibilities that using open source is creating. The problem does not only have to do with
creative professionals accessing technology but also with technology developers involving
creatives in their work from an early stage.
Solution: The creative sector should be involved in innovation from an early stage; it is
important to involve “artists” at an early stage when a technology is developed to create value
(user-friendly interfaces, creative story-telling, etc.). Artists and other professionals
(engineers, manufacturers) should work together and cooperate.
Artists and engineers working together, for example, would give them the opportunity to
experiment together. Collaborative spaces for artists and tech developers should be
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established (there should be funding support for this). Cooperation with manufacturers should
also be encouraged.
There are also available resources resulting from academic labs/research that remain unused.
Platforms making these technologies easily available should become visible and accessible for
the creative community.

Team 6 ‐ “Finance People Don’t Understand Creatives”
Analysis: A lack of understanding of the creative industries prevents the majority of financiers
from carrying out risk analysis and developing financial products to support cultural and
creative enterprises. However, business angels and crowdfunding platforms are already good
available financial resources for the sector.
Solution: There should be a database on investment possibilities in the cultural and creative
industries that addresses ways to conduct risk analysis as well as guarantee mechanisms for
people working in the finance sector. The public press services and databases of research can
be used for accessing case studies. Tax benefits could also be a strong incentive for financing
the sector.
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Team 7 ‐ “Teams Are Missing Key Members – Marketing, Sales, Tech”
Analysis: A lack of awareness of needed skills (e.g. marketing, business, tech, etc.) is indeed
observed in the cultural and creative sectors. This is further complicated by a lack of funding
and a lack of qualified staff.
Solution: It is necessary to share expertise between markets/businesses – incubation spaces
can be a solution that facilitates this. Private initiatives should also help to find the right
mentors. Professional expertise on this issue is lacking and should be cultivated.
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Team 8 ‐ “Shortage Of Business Models/Best Practices In The Cultural And Creative
Sectors”
Analysis: The CCI is facing this problem since the so-called digital disruption brought about by
new technologies. The creatives sector should assume the fact that the traditional business
models are becoming obsolete and adapt to the new digital era.
Solution: The CCI needs to better adapt to the disruption in business models that new
technologies have created by becoming better linked to tech communities through
partnership and collaboration spaces. Achieving better connections between the creative
sector and the business sector is also essential. Comprehensive research on best practices
should be financed and offered visibility.
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Final Recommendations
Panelists:





Dorota Nigge: Culture Policy, DG EAC, European Commission
Eugene Smyth Senior Investment Advisor at Institutional VC Funds of Ireland
Frank Boyd, Director of Creative Industries Knowledge Transfer Network
Francesco Mantegazzini, Creator of Expo delle Startup (FM)

The four experts reflected on the lessons learned from the @diversity project and the
outcomes of the Creative Shift Forum, highlighting especially the need for public policies and
businesses to properly understand the creative sectors, and to invest in knowledge transfer
and capacity building, providing spaces for collaboration and empowering the connection
between different professionals (i.e. creative people and business people).
Apart from education for acquiring entrepreneurial skills, there is also a growing need for
evidence on the economic impact and potential of the cultural and creative sectors. To this
end, research should be encouraged. It has to be shown that not only does technology help
the creative sector grow, but that the creative industries play a necessary peripheral role in
making technologies user-friendly.
‘Interdisciplinary’ was one of the core messages of the day, as it was understood that different
sectors speak different languages and only by working together can the creatives understand
the tech community and the financier community understand the creatives.
Additionally, the recommendation panel agreed on the necessity of bringing together
technology with education and the cultural sectors at the EU-policy level.

Flash Session ‐ Europeana
Aim & Content
The session aimed to demonstrate the offer of Europeana to the creative industries. Apart
from access to content, Europeana recently launched the Europeana labs offering incubation
services to the users of its APIs. The Europeana presentation given by Milena Popova can be
found here.

Feedback Of Attendees
All attendees interviewed agreed that the presentation was very helpful and useful to better
understand Europeana's offer to the CCIs.
Although 80% of the survey respondents were aware of Europeana's offer of content, only
22% knew about the Europeana labs. This indicates that Europeana's labs and incubation
services should be further promoted.
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Did you know about Europeana as an access point to the richest
digital cultural heritage collections?
21%

79%
No

Yes

Did you know about the Europeana Labs and their access to
content and incubation services?
25%

75%

No

Yes
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Annexes
Profiles Of Speakers
Moderator: Cheryl D. Miller
Digital Social Entrepreneur, Zen Digital Europe
Cheryl Miller is Founder and Executive Director of the Digital
Leadership Institute (formerly Zen Digital Europe), a Brusselsbased, international NGO whose global mission is to bridge the
gender gap and digital divide by educating and empowering digital
leaders of today and tomorrow.
Cheryl is a serial social entrepreneur with twenty years of
international experience in the tech and ICT sectors, and her work
to promote ESTEAM (entrepreneurship, science, technology, engineering, arts & mathematics)
and leadership to youth and women has been recognised by the United Nations and the
European Commission. She is consulted worldwide as an expert on topics related to digital
inclusion, digital literacy, gender equality, youth and female leadership, and education and
entrepreneurship, particularly in STEM fields.

EC Key Speaker: Jens Nymand‐Christensen
Deputy Director General, European Commission, DG for Education and Culture
Jens Nymand-Christensen is Danish and holds a Master’s degree in
Business Economics and International Economics. He has been
employed in the European Institutions since 1979 and has among
other things been a Member of the cabinet of Vice-President
Henning Christophersen, Head of Unit of an office dealing with
International Food, Veterinary and Phytosanitary questions and
Advisor at the Danish Permanent EU Representation dealing with
the Convention and the preparations of the Inter-Governmental
Conference drafting a Constitutional Treaty for the European Union. Since 2003 he has been a
Director in the Secretariat-General; 2003-2006 with responsibility for Directorate B, Relations
with the civil society; 2006-2011 for Directorate E, Better Regulation and Institutional Issues;
2011-2013 for Directorate G, Relations with the European Parliament, the Committees and
General Institutional Issues and from 1 January until mid-September 2014 for Directorate E,
Policy Co-ordination II. As from 16 September 2014, he holds the position of Deputy Director
General of Directorate General for Education and Culture.
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Project Key Speaker: Thierry Baujard
Project Leader of @diversity, CEO of peacefulfish
Thierry is founder and CEO of peacefulfish. He offers 20 years of
experience in the communication and entertainment industry.
Thierry is in charge of business development and directs projects
involving the creation of financing instruments in Europe.
Previously, Thierry worked for Studio Canal/Vivendi, Studio
Babelsberg in Potsdam, and for ARTE in Strasbourg and for a variety
of major media companies and telecom operators in the UK, USA,
and Germany. He graduated from Paris Business School, Bocconi
University in Milan, Italy and UCLA in the U.S., specialising in film
financing and e-commerce. He led the development of the pan-European Media Guarantee
Fund in cooperation with the European Commission and is now advising Audiovisual SGR on
managing the fund across Europe.
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Panelists: Entrepreneurship
Annick Schramme
Professor for Cultural Entrepreneurship at Antwerp Management School, Belgium
Annick Schramme is the academic director of the Competence
Center Creative Industries at the Antwerp Management
School, where she is also responsible for the research output
of the Knowledge Center of Flanders District of Creativity.
Besides, she is the academic coordinator of the Master’s in
"Cultural Management" and the competence center for
"Management, Culture & Policy" (Faculty of Applied
Economics) at the University of Antwerp. Over the last years
she has published about the arts policy of Flanders, the creative industries, local cultural policy
and the creative city, heritage policy, cultural entrepreneurship, etc. Finally, she is
member/chair of several boards and/or advisory committees in the cultural sector in Flanders
and the Netherlands. Since 2013, she is also President of the European Network on Cultural
Management

Robert Koning
Coaching Expert of @diversity, Germany
Robert Koning is an award winning entrepreneur, business angel and
accredited coach. He likes revolutionary and naughty approaches using
the latest web technologies and developments. The native Dutchman
has extensive international experience. After his Study “Diplom
Betriebsökonom (Business Economics)”, focus ‘Strategic Marketing’ in St.
Gallen (CH), he occupied several senior management positions in global
enterprises.
Robert has built and sucessfully uses his own startup development
methods based on the renowed St’Galler Management Model. Robert has helped
entrepreneurs turn good ideas into clever and successful products or services for over five
years.

Francesco Mantegazzini
Expo delle Startup, Creator, Italy
Francesco Mantegazzini is the creator of the Expo delle Startup,
the biggest startup event in Italy. Among other positions that he
holds, he is an active shareholder of the Fastprototyping Lab. He
has served as Head of Investor Relations and Business
Development of Il Sole 24 Ore SpA and he previously worked for
Telecom Italia, where he held various senior positions in the
areas of innovation, strategy, and new investments. He has been moderator and judge of
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startup events and competitions. Francesco lectures at the university level on project and
corporate finance.

Vincent Lagarre
Creative Europe - MEDIA, DG EAC, European Commission
Vincent Lagarre is a former manager of the budget office for the Ministry of
Culture and Communication in France and has worked in administration at
Versailles. He also worked with the European Court of Auditors. He is in
charge of the Creative Europe programme for 2014-2020 at the European
Commission in Brussels.

Panelists: Technology & Innovation
Malo Girod de I’Ain
Digitalarti, Founder, France
Malo Girod de I’Ain is a leading digital art and innovation specialist.
He is a co-founder and CEO of Digital Art International and M21
Entertainment since 2005. In 1995 he founded Filmfestivals
Entertainment, which created the first official Cannes Film Festival
web site. He has a PhD in engineering, law, and accounting studies
and a long experience as an international New Media expert.
http://www.digitalarti.com/user/malo

Frank Boyd
Creative Industries Knowledge Transfer Network, Director, United Kingdom
Frank Boyd has been one of UK's digital media pioneers since
founding its first digital media lab, the Arts Technology Centre
(Artec), in 1989. He has worked as producer, funder, consultant, and
educator on a series of innovative creative and economic
development programmes in the arts, broadcast, and in education
in the UK, continental Europe, the US, Canada, and Australia.
He is currently Director of the Creative Industries Knowledge
Transfer Network, working closely with the Technology Strategy
Board to stimulate innovation across the creative industries.
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Kasper Jordaens
Head of Art&D, iminds, Belgium
Kasper Jordaens has worked for the artist Wim Delvoye to make
contemporary art sculptures using his favorite tools: a computer and
his creativity. During 5 years of exploring computer technology there,
he evolved from an engineer architect into an internet technologist.
In 2009, VRT-medialab licensed him to experiment with new
technology. At VRT-medialab Kasper was involved in the "Llingo"
project and "de koers".
Kasper is the owner of Kaotec, where he helps develop creative ideas with the assistance of
technology, and a researcher for the MiX, Media Innovatie Centrum of iminds. For iminds, he
runs the Art&D Program.

Albert Gauthier
Scientific Officer, DG CNECT G2, European Commission
Albert Gauthier works at the European Commission in Luxembourg, at Directorate General
Connect. The 'Creativity' unit covers a range of activities from
funding leading-edge ICT research to innovation and policy
support. Research under the ICT programme will explore the
potential of information and communication technologies to
enhance creative processes in general and in cultural and
educational contexts in particular. It will also enhance user
experiences with digital cultural resources, including keeping
those resources useable over the long term (digital
preservation); innovation activities aimed at stimulating the uptake of research results in the
creative industry; policy support activities such as the follow-up on the Commission's
recommendations on digitisation and digital preservation; and promoting Europeana and the
European Digital Library.

Panelists: Finance
Eugene Smyth
Senior Investment Advisor for the Institutional VC Funds of Ireland & Artist, Ireland
Eugene Smyth is a Senior Investment Advisor for the Institutional
VC Funds of Ireland. For over 25 years, Eugene has been immersed
in the creative arts and cultural sector as well as the business side
of funding technology-based enterprise development. For the past
12 years he has been the Senior Investment Advisor for DBIC
Managed Seed Capital Funds who co-manage the €50m Allied Irish
Banks Seed Capital Fund, (AIBSCF). He is also currently a board
advisor to ten AIBSCF Fund Portfolio companies, spanning
technologies such as gaming, enhanced search engines, motion control, and digital publishing.
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Ricardo Luz
Gestlutz Consultores, Owner, Portugal
Ricardo is the President of Invicta Angels – Associação de Business Angels
do Porto, Partner and Vice-President of FNABA – Federação Nacional de
Associações de Business Angels, Vice-President of ADDICT - Agência para
o Desenvolvimento das Indústrias Criativas, Partner and audit committee
vogal in Projecto Construir – Associação de Intervenção Social, VicePresident of Associação de Antigos Alunos da Faculdade Economia do
Porto, and Promoter of Movimento Regionalista Norte Sim!

Lionel Slusny
Board Member of European Crowdfunding Network
Lionel Slusny, a member of the European Crowdfunding Network
and founder of LoftFi, delivered a presentation on crowdfunding at
the Crowdsourcing Week conference held in Singapore earlier this
spring. Lionel indicates that “crowdfunding is more than finance –
it is about people.” He makes the statement that crowdfunding
needs to become the Facebook of project investment. This is
something we are clearly seeing evolve as this new form of
financing evolves and the interconnected world and personal
affinities combine to empower this innovation.

Maciej Szymanowicz
Creative Europe - MEDIA, DG EAC, European Commission
Maciej Szymanowicz works for the development of the Cultural &
Creative Sectors Financial Guarantee Facility in the unit "Creative
Europe - MEDIA" in the Directorate General "Education and Culture" of
the European Commission. The unit is responsible for the support
actions of the European audiovisual sector as well as for the
implementation of the Cultural & Creative Sectors Guarantee Facility,
which aims to help SMEs access finance.
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Recommendations Panel
Dorota Nigge
Creative Europe - MEDIA, DG EAC, European Commission
Dorota Nigge works in the European Commission as a policy officer
responsible for the cultural and creative sectors (Directorate General
Education and Culture, unit in charge of the policy development for
culture). She is in charge of the @diversity project: linking innovative
ideas for the cultural and creative sectors in Europe. Before joining the
EU institutions in 2005, she worked as a policy analyst at the University
of Cologne, the Trans European Policy Studies Association, and the
Institute of Public Affairs in Warsaw. She has also dealt with EU affairs
at the Polish Ministry of Culture.

Flash Session
Milena Popova
Senior Marketing Specialist, Europeana
Milena is responsible for the development of distribution partnerships
and demonstrator projects for creative re-use of cultural heritage
content. She also facilitates the creation of commercially-viable
products based on Europeana API and data through partner business
incubation projects (with a focus on business model generation and
marketing). Prior to this position, Milena worked for German and
Bulgarian software companies in marketing and business development
roles.

In Conjunction With New European Media Summit 2014 ‐ (NEM)

In order to also bring new people from the IT and media world to The Creative Shift Forum,
the event was held in conjunction with the NEM Summit 2014. The NEM Summit, organised
every year since 2008 by the NEM Initiative in close cooperation with leading industrial and
academic players worldwide, is an annual event for all those interested in future internet
developments and in the fast-paced evolution of the networked and electronic media industry.
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